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Clifford Anderson provides an introduction to “deep fakes” and related machine-learning tech-
nologies for theologians, assesses their danger as well as potential uses, and advocates for develop-
ing a spirituality of critical empathy in response. He relates deep fakes to a theology ofmediation,
pushing us to ponder the relation between εικών and είδος (icon and idea).

1. A New Hermeneutics of Suspicion? The Challenge of deepfakes to
Theological Epistemology

“Jesus said to him, ‘Have you believed because you have seen me? Blessed are those who
have not seen and yet have come to believe.’ ” (John 20:29; NRSV)

What does it mean to see and yet not to believe? Is this inverse of the Johannine peri-
cope of ‘doubtingThomas’ a virtue or vice in the age of synthetic videos, better known
as deepfakes? How will the growing use of deepfake videos affect theological episte-
mology, that is, our ability to discern the truth about God, our neighbors, and our-
selves?

In this paper, I provide an introduction to deepfakes and related machine-learning
technologies for theologians, considering their potential use and misuse in theology.
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As we explore the topic, we will find that the phenomenon of deepfakes brings us
deep into the theology ofmediation, pushing us to ponder the relation between εικών
and είδος (icon and idea). As Christians, we learn that appearances can be deceiving,
misleading, or at least obscure underlying reality. Theparadoxof the form that is other
than its substance is at the heart of Christian faith, from the mystery of the Lord’s
Supper to the crisis of the Cross.

Paul Ricœur introduced the term “hermeneutics of suspicion” as a counterpart to the
“hermeneutics of faith.” Whereas a “hermeneutics of faith” seeks to discern and bring
the meaning of a text to light, a “hermeneutics of suspicion” questions its meaning,
looking beneath the surface for repressed or suppressed significance. “This hermeneu-
tics is not an explication of the object, but a tearing off of masks, an interpretation
that reduces disguises.”¹ While he apparently changed his mind over the course of his
long career about the relationbetween thesehermeneuticalmodes,²whenhediscussed
them in Freud and Philosophy, he argued that they are necessary and complimentary.
As withHegelian dialectic, suspicion turns into its opposite, namely, faith, when seek-
ing for meaning behind the mask. Ricœur famously described this so-called “second
faith” as “postcritical” or a “second naïveté.”³

Will the proliferation of deepfakes push us as a society to become more critical about
themediascape about us? Will this critical perspective lead us into a postcritical stance
that opens onto deeper vistas of meaning? Or will we becomemore suspicious, refus-
ing to believe the evidence of our eyes even when all signs suggest we are facing the
truth?

2. Assessing deepfakes

When people learn about the technology behind deepfakes, they tend to become fear-
ful and for good reason: the origin story of deepfakes is murky and unseemly, start-
ing with an anonymous member of reddit who called himself ‘deepfakes’ and applied
off-the-shelf machine learning techniques to swap the faces of celebrities into porno-
graphic videos. As Samantha Cole, senior staff writer at Motherboard and Vice, ex-

¹ Ricoeur (1970), 30.
² Scott-Baumann (2012), 59–77.
³ Ricoeur (1970), 28.
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plained in twin articles from 2017⁴ and 2018,⁵ a community has developed around the
production of these videos.

Creating deepfake videos to blackmail people is also on the horizon. As Samantha
Cole writes, “It isn’t difficult to imagine an amateur programmer running their own
algorithm to create a sex tape of someone theywant to harass.”⁶ Themajority of states
now have laws against the circulation of ‘revenge porn,’ that is, of sexually-explicit
images or audiovisual records.⁷ While these laws criminalize nonconsensual sharing
of sexually-explicit photographs or videos, their application to synthetic images and
videos is another question. Internet trolls have used Photoshop to create and spread
degrading images of women formore than a decade, emerging as a public issue during
the harassment of technologist Kathy Sierra in 2007.⁸ The personal and social harm
causedby the release of synthetic pornography is no less real thanorganic pornography.
And the more realistic it becomes the worse the impact on its victims. For this reason,
producers of deepfake pornography may find it lucrative to threaten people with its
release. In fact, this kind of blackmail has already started to take place.⁹

If deepfake pornography threatens to cause victims personal anguish and social harm,
the dissemination of fake videos in charged political situations might prove fatal. In
October 2019, for instance, four protesters in Bangladesh died in riots sparked by a
post on Facebook criticizing the ProphetMohammed.¹⁰ The Hindu citizen who sup-
posedly published the post complained about the hacking of his account. In fact, it
turned out that police corroborated his complaint and arrested the hackers. The quick
action did not stop the riots. In regions where there is little trust between communi-
ties, people who see incendiary videos may act without waiting for confirmation of
their veracity (or falsity). While digital media forensics (see below) might reveal mali-
cious doctoring, such evidence would come too late to prevent violent disturbances
on the ground. The production of deepfake videos about political figures has become
a popular sub genre of the deepfake community; the channel r/SFWdeepfakes/ on
reddit features synthetic videos of Donald Trump, Barak Obama, and Hilary Clin-
ton, among others. Themajority of these videos function as parody, inserting Trump
into the film, The Wolf of Wall Street or having Obama sing and dance to the tune

⁴ Cole (2017).
⁵ Cole (2018).
⁶ Cole (2017).
⁷ Electronic Privacy Information Center (2019).
⁸ See MacKinnon (2013), 87–88.
⁹ Liotta (2019).
¹⁰ Gupta (2019).
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of “Spooky Scary Skeletons.” These applications of the technology of deepfakes are
innocuous, clever, and funny, but more sinister applications could make real political
impact. As with foreign interference in the 2016 presidential elections in the United
States, no straightforward remedy exists for undoing the immediate social and politi-
cal aftermath of faked images and videos.

Coverage of deepfake videos tends to dwell on their negative potential. Given their
origins, use for harassment, and potential for spreading disinformation, the media’s
alarm over deepfakes seems justified. As with any new technology, the advent of deep-
fakes comes with positive and negative potential. As the authors of Blown to Bits, a
textbook used in high school and college level courses in computing across the coun-
try, opine, “the key to managing the ethical and moral consequences of nourishing
economic growth is to regulate the use of technology without banning or restricting
its creation.”¹¹ In the introductory computer science course I teach at Vanderbilt Uni-
versity, The Beauty and Joy of Computing, I cover the moral panics that periodically
sweep through the media, school boards, and Congress, ranging from the worries
about children’s exposure to pornography that led to the passage of the Communi-
cations Decency Act of 1996 to the battles over copyright and fair use that prompted
the Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA) and PROTECT IP Act (PIPA) in 2012. As we
face the prospect of legislation after the passage of the Deepfake Report Act of 2019,¹²
will it be possible for us to overcome anxieties about the genuine threats deepfakes
pose in order to consider and safeguard the positive applications?

As theologians, we have particular reasons to take care. We must think beyond the
economic, legal, and even ethical dimensions of deepfakes to consider their spiritual
implications. We also have to avoid falling into our socially-assigned role of conserva-
tors of the status quo even as some hyperbolically speculate that “AI may be the great-
est threat to Christian theology since Charles Darwin’s On the Origin of Species.”¹³
The best way to assess the spiritual impact of any new technology is to spend time ex-
ploring its potential for good and bad, examining its components, and exercising our
theological imagination.

The majority of publications about deepfakes address their potential for spreading
disinformation. But the technology also has positive aspects. Deepfakes can serve
legitimate ends by bridging cultural divides and forging emotional connections. But

¹¹ Abelson, Ledeen and Lewis (2008), 14.
¹² Portman (2019).
¹³ Merritt (2017).
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the boundarybetween such validuses and virtual creepinessmaybedifficult to discern.
Inwhat follows, I present threebrief scenarios, grounded in contemporary technology,
for us to consider.

2.1. Editing Sermons

Sharing audio or video recordings of sermons online is common today. If you are
like me, you prefer not to listen to the sound of your own voice. At Vanderbilt, I am
one of the team members who collectively produce Leading Lines, a podcast about
educational technologies. I am grateful that our team also includes Rhett McDaniel,
an educational technologist who also happens to have a M.S. in Music Technology.
Rhett skillfully edits every episode to smooth over verbal stumbles and tics. If you
are a pastor, having your worship services broadcast increasingly comes with the terri-
tory. But, frommy experience, mainline churches do not edit the recordings they put
online, making them difficult at times to listen to. If you stumbled while reading a
biblical passage, made an impromptu joke that fell flat, or neglected to mention one
of the volunteer leaders of vacationBible school, your gaffewill linger for the longterm
in the congregation’s digital library.

A company called Descript markets audio editing software that makes it straightfor-
ward and easy to edit out mistakes, pauses, and other problems in podcasts and other
kinds of recordings. Descript generates a transcript from the audio and, by keeping
text and speech in sync, allows you to edit the audio by changing the transcript. If
you want to get rid of that bad joke, you strike it from the transcript and it vanishes
from the audio too. Of course, while Descript provides an attractive interface, it does
not differ qualitatively from other audio editing and transcription tools, which also
provide sophisticated software for correcting errors.

What makes Descript distinctive is the integration of a technology called Lyrebird to
enable audio overdubbing. The researchers collaborating on Lyrebird highlight sim-
ilar scenarios for its use. Drawing on an area of study called “text-informed speech
inpainting,” Lyrebird uses deep learning techniques to allow editors to insert new text
into the transcription and to produce new audio in the recording that blends seam-
lessly with the words that came before and after.¹⁴ In other words, if you forgot the
name of that volunteer, you do not have to live with the mistake – by editing the tran-
script, you insert mention of that person into the audio and, to all the world who lis-

¹⁴ See Brébisson (2019).
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tens to the recording, it sounds as natural as it would have had you said it on Sunday
morning.

2.2. Preaching in Tongues

What about using deepfake technology to bridge linguistic divisions in congregations?
In churches serving immigrant communities, pastors commonly hold services of wor-
ship in different languages. There may, for instance, be one service in Spanish and an-
other in English. A Methodist congregation in my neighborhood in Nashville holds
simultaneous services of worship in English in themain sanctuary andKaren, English,
and Thai in the community center next door. While accommodating the linguistic
difference of parishioners is admirable, maintaining separate worship services might
lead to divisions within the congregation. The alternative, combining services with
the aid of simultaneous translators, is problematic because of its cost and its potential
for increasing the length of the service. What if we could draw on deep learning to
create versions of the same sermon in English and any other language spoken in the
congregation?

Synthesia is a company based in London that specializes in what it terms “video syn-
thesis technology.”¹⁵ Synthesia uses “Generative AI” to “reduce the cost, skill and
language barriers to creating, distributing and consuming content.” On its website,
Synthesia also highlights its ethical commitments, promising to “never re-enact some-
one without explicit consent” and to work with partners of all kinds “to develop best
practices” on the use of “video synthesis technology.”¹⁶

The Synthesia website features exemplary stories about the potential of “video synthe-
sis.” Consider the story of a cross-cultural marriage proposal using Synthesia’s tech-
nology: “IUsedAIToProposeToMyWife InHerNativeLanguage.”¹⁷ In the video, a
whiteman from theUnited States agrees to ask hisChinese spouse tomarry him again,
this time proposing inMandarin. Howcanhe pull off this featwithout speakingMan-
darin? Technologists from Synthesia film him delivering the proposal in English, cre-
ating a computer model of his facial expressions as he speaks. A Mandarin-speaking
vocal actor then reads the translation of his proposal in Mandarin. The technology
then maps the vocal sounds and facial expressions onto the man’s face, allowing him
to “speak” to his spouse in her native language.

¹⁵ See http://web.archive.org/web/20190428185007/https://www.synthesia.io/.
¹⁶ See http://web.archive.org/web/20190428185005/https://www.synthesia.io/ethics.
¹⁷ Kanter (2018).
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2.3. Museum Informatics

The emerging field of museum informatics seeks to inform and engage visitors about
works of art through new media and digital technologies. Developments in aug-
mented reality will make the current audio tours with the bulky headsets and play-
ers seem woefully dated. Imagine coming across Lucas Cranach the Elder’s portrait
of Martin Luther. By holding up your phone in front of the painting, you might
see Luther turn to face you and begin to describe his ongoing efforts to reform the
church, his intention to translate the Bible into German, and his sorrow at the loss
of his daughter, Elizabeth. Through augmented reality, the portrait becomes a win-
dow into another time, another place, educating viewers about the people, places, and
events they find depicted in oil.

The ability to produce this kind of animation is not novel. Using game develop-
ment platforms like Unity or Unreal Engine, skilled animation artists create and ani-
mate sprites from static images. But deep learning promises to automate the process
and make it scalable. In “Few-Shot Adversarial Learning of Realistic Neural Talking
HeadModels,” a team of scientists from the Samsung AI Center in Moscow and the
Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology have created algorithms for generating
animated representations from photographs. What is innovative about their tech-
nique is the ability to produce these animations from a single image: “Our system can
generate a reasonable result based on a single photograph (one-shot learning), while
adding a few more photographs increases the fidelity of personalization.”¹⁸ The team
used their deep learning algorithms to generate animated models from images of the
Mona Lisa, Fyodor Dostoevsky, Albert Einstein, and Marilyn Monroe. The title of
the article inArtNews covering the achievement encapsulates the response from cura-
tors and art historians: “Russian Researchers Used AI to Bring theMona Lisa to Life
and It Freaked Everyone Out.”¹⁹

As it happens, artists are already using deepfake technology in their works. In a 2020
exhibition at the InternationalCenter of Photography inNewYork, JamesCoupe cre-
ated a series of installations that permit visitors to insert themselves digitally into the
1979 film, TheWarriors.²⁰ But, as Jason Farago contends in The New York Times, the
artistic potential of deepfakes remain essentially unexplored. Beyond the “janky tech,”
Farago labels Coupe’s installations as “tech for tech’s sake,” and remarks that the In-

¹⁸ Zakharov u. a. (2019), 2.
¹⁹ Dafoe (2019).
²⁰ See https://www.icp.org/exhibitions/james-coupe-warriors.
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ternational Center of Photography “should expect artists to examine life as shaped by
new photographic technologies, rather than simply announce new technologies ex-
ist.”²¹ Whatever we think of Farago’s judgment ofWarriors, he is undoubtedly right
that we find ourselves at the awkward beginning of creative inquiry into the artistic
potential of deepfakes.

3. The Technology of deepfakes

How do deepfakes work in practice? The technology of deepfakes belongs to a sub-
field of machine learning called “deep learning.” As Gary Marcus succinctly defines
it, “Deep learning…is essentially a statistical technique for classifying patterns, based
on sample data, using neural networks with multiple layers.”²² In less abstruse terms,
the goal is to take a set of inputs and map its contents to a labeled set of outputs.²³
At the beginning of the process, we start with a bunch of unlabeled data we want to
label, and the algorithm’s job is to draw lines between the data and the correct labels.
As Marcus indicates, a typical application of deep learning is taking a digitized set of
manuscripts andmapping the handwritten letters to some canonical alphabetic repre-
sentation. The thing with deep learning is that the lines are not drawn directly from
the input set to the labeled data. Rather, the lines from the initial data pass through
interim layers until they converge on the labels. Forward and backward propagation
algorithms allow for input and output layers to communicate through sets of interim
layers, making adjustments between the “neurons” (or provisional mappings) until
the fit between inputs and outputs becomes satisfactory. “It’s like a giant game of tele-
phone” explains Andrew Trask in Grokking Deep Learning, “at the end of the game,
every layer knows which of its neurons need to be higher and lower…”²⁴ Unlike the
game of telephone where communication frequently goes hilariously wrong, these
web of connections often wind up producing uncannily accurate outcomes.

The development of a technique termed “Generative Adversarial Networks” (GANs)
reduced the computational expense of producing deepfake videos.²⁵ The leading idea
is to pit two deep learning models against one another. The first model (the “gen-
erative model”) presents its output data to the second model (the “discriminative”

²¹ Farago (2020).
²² Marcus (2018).
²³ Ibid., 4.
²⁴ Trask (2019).
²⁵ Goodfellow u. a. (2014).
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model), which seeks to classify that data as a product of the generativemodel or a sam-
ple of the data-to-be-modeled (i.e. the training data). As the authors of the 2015 pub-
lication that introduced the concept explain, “The generative model can be thought
of as analogous to a team of counterfeiters, trying to produce fake currency and use
it without detection, while the discriminative model is analogous to the police, trying
to detect the counterfeit currency. Competition in this game drives both teams to
improve their methods until the counterfeits are indistinguishable from the genuine
articles.”²⁶ The innovative aspect of this technique is that both generator and discrim-
inator are learning as the game proceeds. The generator continues to create data dis-
tributions that approximate the training data and the discriminator learns to distin-
guish between the generator and the training data more accurately. The competition
between the models concludes when, as the analogy suggests, the generator produces
models that the discriminator canno longer reliably distinguish from the training data.
GANs are not guaranteed to bring generator and discriminator into equilibrium; they
sometimes oscillate between suboptimal solutions. Researchers have put forth prag-
matic techniques to prevent the models from collapsing before converging.²⁷

3.1. The Democratization of Manipulation

The ability to produce image-to-image translations is not new.²⁸ Majormovie produc-
tion studios already have technologies to produce realistic body doubles. As Patrick
Shanley and Katie Kilkenny wrote in The Hollywood Reporter, “Hollywood has long
swapped faces – just using different tech.”²⁹ For example, studios have used these
methods to create continuities infictional universes likeStarWars, bringingback char-
acters like Princess Leia and GrandMoff Tarkin after the deaths of Carrie Fisher and
Peter Cushing.³⁰ If special effect studios in Hollywood possessed the technology for
creating synthetic videos, then intelligence agencies in the United States and abroad
must have too. After all, intelligence agencies around the world have produced pro-
paganda, manipulated media, and planted ‘false flags’ for decades. Among the mate-
rials from the National Security Agency that Edward Snowden released in 2014 is a
document listing the British Government CommunicationsHeadquarters’ (GCHQ)
digital manipulation tools.³¹ While the ability to alter digital video may not be new,

²⁶ Ibid., 1.
²⁷ Goodfellow (2016), 34.
²⁸ Shen u. a. (2018), 1.
²⁹ Shanley and Kilkenny (2018).
³⁰ Kemp (2019); Shanley and Kilkenny (2018).
³¹ Ball (2014).
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organizations and agencies lacked the wherewithal to pull off these transformations.
What is new about ‘deepfakes’ is the democratization of video manipulation.

4. The Cognitive Science of Deepfakes

Over Labor Day weekend in 2019, I attended Dragon Con, an annual gathering of
more than 85,000 fans of science fiction, fantasy, gaming, and other forms of con-
temporary geek culture. Alongside all sessions devoted to exploring Dr. Who, Harry
Potter, Star Trek, and the latest anime, there is a Dragon Con Skeptic Track devoted
to “critical thought, extraordinary claims, and promotion of good science.” This year,
the track sponsored a session titled, “How Deep Is Your Fake?” on the challenge of
identifying anddebunkingdeepfake videos. Thepresenter, Teddi Fish, who cosplayed
as Teddy the Flying Spaghetti Monster while giving her talk, provided an overview of
the state of the problem from a technical as well as a social perspective, concluding
with a slide advising “Question before you share. Question that with which you agree.
Stay skeptical.” The advice sounds laudable and, certainly, nobody wants to fall prey
to fraud.

According to Karen Hao, our anxiety about being mislead by deepfakes may be creat-
ing the negative effects we are seeking to avoid. In “The Biggest Threat of Deepfakes
Isn’t the Deepfakes Themselves,” she notes that overly skeptical viewers have already
come to regard authentic videos as potential fakes, leading to serious political con-
sequences.³² In other words, we are becoming so concerned about the potential of
fraudulent video that political agents are using that anxiety against us, discrediting
videos as misinformation and ‘fake news.’ As Hao quotes Aviv Ovadya, an expert in
misinformation: “What [disinformation actors] really want is not for you to question
more, but for you to question everything.”³³

Skepticism runs counter to core principles of humanpsychology and information eco-
nomics. As Fish herself remarked during her presentation at Dragon Con, “human
beings are wired so that what we see sticks in our brain as something that is, in fact,
reality.”³⁴ If we doubt everything, our ability to act degrades. Amajor reason we have
trademarks and service marks is, in fact, to save us the trouble of evaluating sources.

³² Hao (2019).
³³ Ibid.
³⁴ http://video.skeptrack.org.
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As the American pragmatists taught us more than 150 years ago, absolute skepticism
is a practical impossibility. We cannot suspend belief in all our convictions simultane-
ously. In “Some Consequences of Four Incapacities” (1868), Charles Sanders Peirce
argued that Cartesian skepticism foundered on this practical inability. Peirce noted
that Cartesianism “teaches that philosophy must begin with universal doubt,” but
countered that such a standpoint is self-deceptive.

We cannot begin with complete doubt. We must begin with all the prejudices
which we actually have when we enter upon the study of philosophy. These
prejudices are not to be dispelled by a maxim, for they are things which it
does not occur to us can be questioned. Hence this initial skepticism will be
a mere self-deception, and not real doubt; and no one who follows the Carte-
sianmethodwill ever be satisfied until he has formally recovered all those beliefs
which in form he has given up.³⁵

A problem with advocating sweeping doubt about the veracity of every digital image
or audiovisual recordingwe encounter is that, ifwe followed that advice,wewould lose
our ability to act. Wecannotbe skeptical about everythingwe see. Atbest, we can train
ourselves about when to become skeptical. To become skeptical about something we
thought we knew, as Peirce indicated, we need to have genuine grounds for doubting
its veracity; cultivating artificial doubt will not lead us to the truth about what we are
seeing.

If casting doubt on everythingwe see until it is proven true does not constitute awork-
able strategy, what can we do to prevent ourselves from falling for misinformation?
From the standpoint of cognitive science, the taskmay actually bemore difficult than
it appears. In “Believing thatHumans Swallow Spiders in Their Sleep: False Beliefs as
Side Effects of the Processes that Support Accurate Knowledge,” Elizabeth J. Marsh,
Allison D. Cantor, and Nadia M. Brashier of Duke University examine how errors
become integrated into our “knowledge base” through what they term “adaptive pro-
cesses.” These processes “normally support accurate knowledge, but sometimes back-
fire and allow the introduction of errors into the knowledge base.”³⁶ In their article,
they review five such adaptive processes. Of these, I’d like to highlight three processes
that connect directly with the question of deepfakes.

³⁵ Peirce (1868).
³⁶ Marsh, Cantor and Brashier (2016), 107.
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First, the authors note that disbelieving something we learn takes more cognitive ef-
fort than believing it.³⁷ Our cognitive wiring is such that we tend to accept novel
information as true; it takes mental effort to flag it as false. As they point out, this
strategy makes sense given that human beings evolved in an environment where per-
ceptions are generally grounded in the truth. Of course, we do have cognitive systems
for rejecting perceptions as untrue. But psychologists have demonstrated that short-
circuiting these higher-level evaluative systems is not difficult.³⁸ As we distractedly
scrolled through social media feeds in 2017 during Hurricane Harvey, who among
us paused to reflect on the likelihood of a shark swimming along one of the flooded
aqueducts, as depicted in a heavily-shared image? Who of those who saw the image
on Twitter later read Linda Qiu’s admonition in theNew York Times, “Don’t believe
it. This fake image is an old hoax that circulates routinely after major hurricanes.”³⁹

Another “adaptive process” that inhibits our ability to screen out errant beliefs is what
the authors term the “fluency-based heuristic for judging truth.”⁴⁰ The effect stems
from confusion between our ability to process information and the truth value of that
information. If we can recall something readily tomind, we aremore prone to judge it
as true. As the authors note, advertisers exploit this effect by exposing people in certain
markets again and again to certain claims,making it easier for them to remember those
assertions and, hence, to assume their truth. On a related note, pairing an image with
factual assertions amplifies people’s tendency to accept those assertions, even if the
image is factually unrelated.⁴¹

Afinal “adaptive process”worthnoting is thatwe often accept “partialmatches”when
making connections between facts. The authors note that speech communication
is fraught with parapraxis and other forms of verbal disfluencies. When someone is
struggling with communicating an idea, we generally try to make sense of what that
person is saying, filling in the gaps while reassuring him or her that we “know what
you mean.” But, as it happens, employing this strategy also means that we tend to
gloss over factual errors. The authors point to an effect that Thomas D. Erickson
andMark E.Mattson described as the “Moses Illusion” to illustrate this tendency. As
Erickson andMattson demonstrated, when asked “ ‘Howmany animals of each kind
didMoses take on the Ark?’ most people answer ‘two”’, overlooking that Noah built

³⁷ Ibid., 108.
³⁸ Ibid.
³⁹ Qui (2017).
⁴⁰ Marsh, Cantor and Brashier (2016), 108.
⁴¹ Ibid., 110.
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the Ark, not Moses.⁴² The etiology of this effect is not certain, but Marsh, Cantor,
and Brashier follow Erickson andMattson by assuming that “monitoring [for errors]
takes effort, and accepting ‘good-enough’ representations is a shortcut that normally
works.”⁴³

The upshot of this research is to show that our cognitive processes balance efficiency
and accuracywhen assimilating new information. Tomy knowledge, researchers have
not yet studied how these adaptive processes will affect our ability to judge the veracity
of deepfake videos, butwemight readily imagine that their producerswill drawon this
research to make them slip past our cognitive defenses. While adopting a skeptical
attitude toward what we see may help us to screen out errors, doing so will also slow
down our assimilation of new information.

5. Potential Countermeasures

If deepfake videos threaten to undermine the cognitive processes we use to process
information, how can we as a society address the threat? The two primary lines of
counterattack at present are technological and legal. As we will discover, these two
means of counteracting the threat of deepfakes are promising, but inherently limited.

On the one hand, technologists recognized the threat posed by the widespread avail-
ability of tool sets for creating synthetic videos and began to develop forensic software
to detect such videos. The techniques range from looking for simple physiological
tells, like unnatural patterns of eye blinking,⁴⁴ to sophisticated “ensemble” models.⁴⁵
In September 2019, Facebook announced a “Deepfake Detection Challenge” to in-
centivize the study of detection methods;⁴⁶ Amazon and Microsoft, as well as several
academic institutions, have since joined on.⁴⁷ As a part of this initiative, Facebook
released a dataset of 100,000 videos, some of which are the products of audovisual
manipulation, for researchers to use a proving ground for detection algorithms.⁴⁸ A
competition on Kaggle for the most effective detection algorithms promises awards
of up to half a million dollars.⁴⁹ The social networks have intrinsic interest to expose

⁴² Erickson andMattson (1981).
⁴³ Marsh, Cantor and Brashier (2016), 116.
⁴⁴ Li and Lyu (O A 2018).
⁴⁵ Yu, Chang and Ti (2019).
⁴⁶ Cole (2019).
⁴⁷ See https://deepfakedetectionchallenge.ai.
⁴⁸ Dolhansky u. a. (2019).
⁴⁹ See https://www.kaggle.com/c/deepfake-detection-challenge/overview.
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fake news, including fake videos, to stave off increasing political scrutiny and addi-
tional regulation. But the effort will benefit noncommercial entities as competitors
must release their code under open source licenses to qualify for the prizes. An intrin-
sic problem is that developers of deepfake toolkits can also use these improvements
in detection methods to refine and enhance their algorithms. “Battling deepfake al-
gorithms with detection algorithms using CNNs [Convolutional Neural Networks],
RNNs [Recurrent Neural Networks], and other methods ultimately leads to a per-
petual machine-learning cat-and-mouse game.”⁵⁰

On the other hand, politicians and legal scholars are investigating ways to inhibit the
spread of deepfake videos through regulation and legislation. In a recent law review
comment, ElizabethCaldera surveys potential legal and regulatory approaches. She ar-
gues that “while it is likely too late to control the actual technology behind deepfakes,
it is not too late to regulate the videos actually produced.”⁵¹ But this goal may prove
elusive. As noted above, these proposed remedies should address the likely harms of
deepfake videos without prohibiting their potential benefits. Caldera’s quick survey
of applicable areas of law, ranging from right of publicity, copyright law, and laws
against “revenge pornography,”⁵² shows the difficulty of lining up our ethical intu-
itions with existing legal frameworks. Caldera is more sanguine about the possibility
of administrative regulations, either from the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), the
Federal CommunicationsCommission (FCC), or perhaps a to-be-establishedAgency
of Artificial Intelligence,⁵³ despite the current administration’s general disinclination
to create new federal regulation. Noting that whatever regulation comes to pass will
need to passmusterwith the free speech protections of the First Amendment, Caldera
suggests the federal government might require deepfake videos to label themselves as
modified. While this proposal soundsmodest, would it also require users of social me-
dia and dating sites to admit to fixing up their selfies when distributing them online?
Given the pervasive use of photographic filters, such a regulationmightwell require us
to label nearly all photographs on social media as enhanced, allowing deepfakes once
again to circulate unnoticed.

While technologists and legislators seek appropriate measures to counteract mislead-
ing and harmful deepfake videos, I suggest that we need to add a third approach based
in spirituality to complement technology and the law.

⁵⁰ Greengard (2019).
⁵¹ Caldera (2019), 203.
⁵² Ibid., 192–3.
⁵³ Ibid., 193–97.
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6. A Spirituality of Media Iconoclasm

The hermeneutics of suspicion is a kind of latter-day iconoclasm. As we have seen,
Paul Ricœur described the hermeneutics of suspicion as a “tearing off ofmasks.” Like
any iconoclasm, the goal is not solely to destroy, but also to see. By tearing away the
mask, we hope to behold the face behind it: the truth behind the appearance. But the
aggressive act of tearing a mask away clashes with a more subtle form of revelation we
find in the biblical narrative. In the Song of Songs, for instance, the lover perceives his
beloved through a veil: “How beautiful you are, my love, how very beautiful! Your
eyes are doves behind your veil” (Song of Solomon 4:1; NRSV). Here, the veiling re-
veals as well as conceals. As Paul J. Griffith notes in his commentary on the passage,
the beloved’s eyes “are veiled because their beautywould otherwise be too radiant: the
world, and the gaze of the lover,must be protected from them.”⁵⁴ The veil serves a pur-
pose, obscuring in order to reveal. While a hermeneutics of suspicion would rid us of
masks and veils, we risk becoming blinded as a consequence. Not all truths should be
looked on directly.

Philosophically, the notionof the body as veil takes central place in thephenomenolog-
ical philosophy of EdmundHusserl. In the fifth chapter of hisCartesianMeditations
(1931), Edmund Husserl explores the phenomenology of intersubjectivity.⁵⁵ Husserl
tackles the question of our perception of the other. How do we experience another
consciousness in the word of objects? The experience of an other differs from the ex-
perience of an object, but we never encounter the ego of the other directly. If we did,
Husserl wrote, the other would become ourselves. To maintain the distinction be-
tween ourselves and the other, we encounter the other through somemediating form,
whether a physical body, a voice, a moving image. Husserl describes the intuition that
an ego exists behind the form as a “mediate intentionality.” As he explains in §50,

A certain mediacy of intentionality must be present here, going out from the
substratum, “primordial world” […] and making present to consciousness a
“there too”, which nevertheless is not there itself and can never become an
“itself-there.”⁵⁶

Husserl develops the concept of apperception to articulate this form of mediated in-
tentionality. In perceiving the other, we perceive first the body of the other and then,

⁵⁴ Griffiths (2011), 90.
⁵⁵ Husserl (1960).
⁵⁶ Ibid., 109.
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by way of analogy, the “I” of the other. The apperception of the other does not func-
tion as a temporal two step whereby we first see a body, and then analogize to the pres-
ence of an ego. The body and the ego becomepaired in apperception, but nevertheless
remain conceptually distinct and never fused or collapsed. The veil ofmediating form
cannot be stripped away but through its fabric we perceive the other “I” who stands
before us.

Husserl described the apperception of the other, that is, the perceiving of a spiritual
alter “ego” through the veil of physical presence, as “transcendental theory of experienc-
ing someone else” or “a transcendental theory of so-called ‘empathy’ [Einfühlung].”⁵⁷
The role empathy plays in constituting our perception of the other has been the sub-
ject of philosophical discussion.⁵⁸ For our purposes, what is crucial is the distinction
between intentional experience of the physical presence of the other and empathetic
perception of the spiritual “I” of the other. For this distinction allows us to imagine ex-
ercising empathy to perceive a spiritual other with a completely different surface form
than our own. Or, conversely, confronting a form that, though familiar in its external
features, proves impenetrable in fact – a form that does not lead to a spiritual reality,
no matter how empathetically we seek the other behind the veil.

Strangely, Husserl’s meditations on intersubjectivity from 1931 bring us close to Alan
Turing’s reflections on artificial intelligence from 1950. In the ‘imitation game’ that
Turing described in Computing Machinery and Intelligence, the goal is to discern
whether the messages you receive across a physical barrier come from a spiritual “I”
(presumably, a intelligent being) or a vacuousmechanical device.⁵⁹ The goal of thema-
chine is to convince you that it is not a machine but a person. The machine employs
subtle deceptions to achieve this effect, making blunders in chess, taking longer than
expected to calculate numbers, responding poetically with allusions to Shakespeare.
The question behind the test is whether the human interlocutor can see through these
guises, correctly identifying and unmasking the machine. Effectively, Turing is iden-
tifying intelligence with empathy. That is, he asks us to empathize with the sender of
the messages, seeking to find a spiritual other behind the veil. As we find the surfaces
of perception becoming increasingly diverse and deceptive, wemay find that empathy,
as conceived by the philosophers in the phenomenological tradition, becomes key to
exposing or exploring the spiritual dimensions of deepfakes.

⁵⁷ Ibid., 92.
⁵⁸Zahavi (2015),Chapter 10on thephenomenological analysis of empathy according toMaxScheler, EdmundHusserl,
Edith Stein, and Alfred Schutz.
⁵⁹ Turing (1950).
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The growing alarm over the impact of deepfake videos correlates with the media sat-
uration of contemporary culture. A partial solution to the threat of deepfake videos
would be to remove ourselves from the theatre of contemporarymedia, stepping away
from Times Square into quieter backstreets. Jaron Lanier has delivered modern day
jeremiads against social media, arguing that social media has deleterious effects not
only on our ability to discern the truth but to cultivate our souls.⁶⁰ Certainly, lim-
iting our exposure to social media reduces our personal vectors of attack. When we
imagine participating in a Turing test, we picture ourselves in the controlled setting
of a research laboratory, attentively scrutinizing the messages arriving at intervals for
our inspection. In the online world, though, we have to balancemultiple Turing tests
at once. While deepfakes remain rare, the number of so-called ‘shallow fakes,’ that
is, images and videos subtly and not-so-subtly manipulated to achieve certain effects,
have become ubiquitous.⁶¹ Scrolling absent-mindedly through social media feeds, we
devote scant attention towhether a bot produced some controversial tweet orwhether
a shocking image might have been photoshopped. In these circumstances, most fail
the Turing tests, as shown by the number of politicians, journalists, and others who
unwittingly interacted with bots on Twitter during the 2016 election. But, as Darren
Linvill andPatrickWarren argue, these twitter bots are engineered to play to our biases
and slip through our cognitive defenses.⁶² The more confident we feel of our ability
to suss out shallow fakes, deepfakes, and other forms of disinformation online, the
likelier we will unwittingly fall prey to them as none of us can process and evaluate so
much (dis)information at once.

A spirituality of iconoclasm imposes distance from the cascading series of images that
surround us online to cultivate empathy. The purpose of fostering this remove from
visual culture is not to reject images wholesale as false representations, but to consider
them with greater intentionality, thoughtfulness, and perspicacity. By fostering a re-
serve, whether ironic, intellectual, or spiritual, toward visual media, we gain facility in
reading and interpreting their cultural logic. This philosophical reserve toward visual
culture has roots in Platonism, as EdithWyschogrod noted.

In the new age of images there are only images. Could it not be argued that the
promiscuity of the image was already present in Plato’s philosophy? From the

⁶⁰ Lanier (2018).
⁶¹ Johnson (2019).
⁶² Linvill undWarren (2019).
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Platonic standpoint, art objects, shadows, and the reflections of things are the
wanton and wild images that escape regimentation by the logos.⁶³

As Wyschogrod also anticipated,⁶⁴ far from being unregimented, the logos saturates
deepfakes. The synthesis of disparate objects, the swapping of body parts, switching
voices, and juxtaposition of dissonant elements reflect the mind of a creator, carried
out through data, algorithms, and processing power. The overabundance of logos in
deepfake videos is perhaps the best ‘tell,’ as the design is so perfect that it becomes un-
canny. But where does this saturating logos lead? To the void or to a genuine spiritual
“I” communicating through its computational veil? Only empathetic intuition may
tell. But we cannot exercise empathy “at scale.” Cultivating empathy online requires
us to tarry and dwell, not to rush and react.

Whatwould an epistemology of iconoclastic empathy look like in practice? A little sci-
ence fiction might assist our imaginations by way of conclusion. In his story “Liking
What You See: A Documentary” (2002), Ted Chiang imagines a medical condition
called ‘calliagnosia’ that disrupts the recognition of beauty.⁶⁵ Those afflicted with this
condition still recognize others but they cannot discriminate between ugliness and
beauty. Chiang builds the narrative from the documentary reports of various agents,
ranging from college students to neuroscientists, exploring the advantages and limi-
tations of taking a drug to induce calliagnosia. A major question of the story is why
physical beauty should shape our perception of the spiritual “I.” As a student in the
story avers, “Calli doesn’t blind you to anything; beauty is what blinds you. Calli lets
you see.”⁶⁶ Chiang asks his readers to examine the degree to which their social inter-
actions transpire on the surface. We all know the truism “beauty is skin deep” and,
when pressed, will readily agree that beauty should not blind us to character. Yet the
pursuit of beauty remains central to our lives off- and online, as witnessed by the dom-
inance of Instagram and dating apps like Tinder. Would iconoclastic empathy have
Christians placing personals at the back of literary magazines instead of circulating
photoshopped images on OkCupid?⁶⁷

In a manner similar to the self-imposed limitations of Calli, an epistemology of icon-
oclastic empathy would help us to discern truth from falsity by training us to look

⁶³ Wyschogrod (1998), 73.
⁶⁴ Wyschogrod already pointed to the dislocating possibility of “synthetic human actors” in 1998; see ibid., 83.
⁶⁵ Chiang (2010), 237–74.
⁶⁶ Ibid., 248.
⁶⁷ Rose (2010).
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beyond surface appearances when interacting online. Training in such practices takes
time, patience, and community commitment. Inpractical terms, congregationsmight
commit themselves to limiting their social media exposure and to interacting with
more profunditywith fewer people online. Alternatively, theymight eschew sites that
rely primarily on videos and images as media of communication, returning to text-
based communications. The pragmatics of exercising empathetic communication on-
line remain to be worked out. For old timers, this will feel like a throwback to earlier
times, when people dialed up to early bulletin board systems like The Well and Echo
for the novel experience of chatting with others across the country, knowing that not
everyonewas who they purported to be.⁶⁸ These social communities continue to exist
on sites like Wikipedia, where you gain reputation through the hard work of writing,
editing, and improving the encyclopedia.

Iconcolastic empathy might also provide rubrics for developing new forms of inter-
action online. As Lanier remarks, “I still believe that it’s possible for tech to serve
the cause of empathy. If a better future society involves better tech at all, empathy
will be involved.”⁶⁹ The artistic activities of Stephanie Dinkins, associate professor
of art at Stony Brook University, demonstrates both creative capacity and inherent
limitations of empathic engagement. In a series of videos titled Conversations with
Bina48, Dinkins documents her interactionswith anAfrican-American android⁷⁰ (or,
more precisely, a robotic visagewho appearance ismodeled after anAfricanAmerican
woman).⁷¹ The conversations are elliptical and border at times on nonsensical. When
I discuss these videos in class, students debate whether developing an emotional bond
with Bina48 is a sensible goal. But they generally appreciate Dinkins’ persistent at-
tempts to forge affective bonds with Bina48, despite the awkward and wayward con-
versations. Empathy is a powerful force, simultaneously capable of unmasking digital
fakes and also coaxing digital simulacra to life.

The challenge of deepfakes will require collective effort from multiple parties. Tech-
nologists and legal scholars have essential contributions to make. We need more so-
phisticated algorithms and tools to detect synthetic videos as well as rules and regula-
tions to curb their deleterious social and political effects. The argument of this paper
is that, while such efforts are necessary, they are ultimately not sufficient. As Lanier
suggests, we have grown accustomed to online environments that produce high vol-

⁶⁸ Evans (2018), chap. 9.
⁶⁹ Lanier (2018), 76.
⁷⁰ See https://www.stephaniedinkins.com/conversations-with-bina48.html.
⁷¹ See Harmon (2010).
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umes of disinformation.⁷² He argues that we need to distance ourselves from these
systems and engage ourselves in the effort to build more empathetic forms of digital
interaction. From this perspective, deepfakes present us an opportunity to reexamine
our broader engagement with humans (and computers) online. The problem is not
synthetic videos per se. The ability to create them may, in fact, have positive uses for
church and society. The profounder issue is our participation in channels of com-
munication that reduce empathy and occlude truth. Addressing the proliferation of
deepfakes cannot just mean becoming more critical and suspicious about everything
we see online. As Ricœur understood, the hermeneutics of suspicion should not be
an end-in-itself, but a means toward achieving a second naïveté. After any new icono-
clasm breaks apart the fake, sterile, and empty images confronting us online, our next
task as Christians is to develop digital systems that promote truth, empathy, and gen-
uine depth.
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